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ABSTRACT 
Many of the important applications of the Perron-Frobenius theory of nonnega- 
tive matrices assume that certain matrices are irreducible. The purpose of this note is 
to introduce a weaker condition which can be used in place of irreducibility, even in 
the more general setting of linear operators on a partially ordered finite dimensional 
vector space. Applications to convergence theorems, comparison results, and general- 
ized diagonal dominance conditions are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many applications of the Perron-F’robenius theory of nonnegative 
matrices, it is necessary to assume that certain matrices are irreducible in 
order to obtain the desired results. This concept of irreducibility has been 
generalized to linear operators on finite dimensional partially ordered spaces 
by considering the face structure of the positive cone. See, for example, [9, 5, 
7]for discussions of such generalizations. The purpose of this note is to show 
how a certain order relation can be used to replace irreducibility assump- 
tions. Applications to several of the standard convergence and comparison 
theorems indicate how such theorems can be extended to include certain 
reducible operators, and the final section shows a connection between this 
order relation and a type of generalized diagonal dominance recently studied 
by Varga [12]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let V be a finite dimensional normed real linear space, partially ordered 
by a closed, convex, solid cone K. That is, aK c K for all (Y > 0, K + K c K, 
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K n ( - I<) = {0}, and the interior K0 of K is nonempty. We write X > 0 if 
X E K, X > 0 if X E K ‘, and denoting by L(V) the space of linear operators 
on V, we write A > 0 for A EL(V) if AX > 0 whenever X > 0. It can be 
shown that in any such cone K there is a set {‘U,} of elements on the 
boundary, 6K, called generators, with the property that any X E K can be 
written as a finite linear combination X = C u,X,, where aY > 0. A face F of K 
is any subset of the boundary 6K of K which is generated by a subset of the 
generators of K. Since any face must lie in 6K, it must lie in a subspace of 
dimension less than n. The smallest subspace which contains the face F will 
be denoted by HF. For any X E 6K there is a special face F, which contains 
X in its interior relative to HF, and any Y with 0 < Y < X also lies in F,. See 
[9] for proofs of these statements. 
A face F of K is inoariant under A EL(V) if AX E F whenever X E F. 
The next result gives a simple means of identifying certain invariant faces. 
LEMMA 2.1. If A >O and X E6K, then AX EF, if and only if F, is 
incariant under A. 
Proof. If F, is invariant, then clearly AX E Fx, since X E F,. Con- 
versely, if AX E F,, and if Y E F,, then since X E Fj relative to HF,, UY < X 
for some ti > 0, and /3AX < X for some /? > 0. But then 0 G A (a Y) < AX and 
0 < /?A(aY) < PAX < X, so that @AY E F, and hence AY EF,. n 
Using these notions we define a weak order relation on V. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let B EL(V) satisfy B > 0. Then for any X E V we 
write X > ‘0 if X E K but X does not lie in any face of K which is invariant 
under B. 
If B > 0 has no invariant faces, then B is said to be irreducible. (See, for 
example, [9, 51.) Th us, for irreducible B, the relation > ’ is equivalent to > . 
For reducible B, the cone KB = {X E V: X > “O} is obtained from K by 
removing those faces of K which are invariant under B. Thus, in general, KB 
is neither open nor closed. 
As a first application of this order relation we consider the implication 
AX<X,someX>O =+ r(A)<l, (2.1) 
where r(A) denotes the spectral radius of A EL(V) and A > 0. This result is 
a special case of Lemma I of [6]. If A is also assumed to be irreducible, then 
it follows from [l, Theorem 141 or, more directly, from [S, Theorem 81 that 
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the hypothesis can be weakened to 
AX<X,someX>O 
i 
without losing the strict inequality r(A) < 1 which is curcial for the applica- 
tions of (2.1). In order to weaken the hypothesis without assuming irreduci- 
bility, we use the following fact. 
LEMMA 2.2. lf B E L(V) with B > 0, then for any Y $ *O, there is a 
k < n with 
Y+BY+... +BkY>O. 
Proof. If Y >O, then k =0 suffices; hence assume Y E 6K, and let 
F,= Fy as defined at the beginning of this section. Since F,, cannot be 
invariant under B, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that BYE F,; hence also 
Yi = Y + BY $!z F,,. If Y, >0 the proof is complete, with k = 1; otherwise 
Y, E F, = Fy, c SK, where the dimension of HP, is greater than the dimension 
of HF,. Similarly, BY, $? F,, so Yz = Y + BY, = Y + BY + B ‘Y E F,, and repeat- 
ing this construction at most k < n times gives Y, > 0. n 
The next theorem is a generalization of (2.1) for reducible A. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A EL(V), A > 0. Then there exists X > 0 with 
AX GA X if and only if r(A) < 1. Similarly, there exists X > 0 with AX 2 * X 
if a2 only if r(A) > 1. 
Proof. If r(A) < 1, then by [6, Lemma l] (or [5, Theorem 3]), there exists 
an X > 0 with AX < X; hence also AX < AX. Conversely, if AX GA X, then let 
# 
Y = X - AX. By Lemma 2.2 there exists a k -$ n with 
X-Ak+‘X= Y+AY+ ..+ +AkY >O; 
hence A ‘+‘X < X. Again, using [6, Lemma 11, we have r(Ak+‘) < 1, from 
which r(A) < 1 follows immediately, The proof of the second statement is 
essentially the same, but with Y =AX- X. 
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3. CONVERGENCE AND COMPARISON THEOREMS 
Throughout this section, assume that A EL(V), where 
A=Z-B, B=B,+B,, B,>O, B,>O. (3.1) 
The Jacobi method for solving AX= h is 
X k+r=BXk+h, B=B,+B,, (3.2) 
and the Gauss-Seidel method is 
X k+i=HXI,+e, H=(Z- B,)-‘B,, c=(Z-B,)-‘b, (3.3) 
where in (3.3) we assume that I- B, is nonsingular. It is well known that 
r(B) < 1 and r(H) < 1 are necessary and sufficient for the convergence of 
(3.2) and (3.3) respectively, for any starting point X,,. In [lo], for example, it 
was shown that 
AX>0 for some X > 0 (3.4) 
implies r(B) < 1, and if r(B,) < 1, then similar arguments show that (3.4) also 
implies r(H) < 1. It is not difficult to show that, if A is irreducible, then (3.4) 
can be weakened to 
AX50 for some X > 0, (3.4’) 
but, except in special cases (see, for example, [2]), without irreducibility it is 
only possible to conclude from (3.4’) that r(B) < 1 and r(H) < 1, which do 
not guarantee convergence. The next result uses the order relation defined in 
Sec. 2 to give the desired strict inequalities for reducible A. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf A satisfies (3.1) and if AX > BO for some X > 0, then 
r(B) < 1. Zf, in addition, r(BJ < 1, then also r(H) < 1. 
Proof. AX > BO implies BX <‘X, which by Theorem 
To show r(H) < 1, note that B, > 0 and r(B,) < 1 implies 
2.3 gives r(B) < 1. 
AX< 2 B,kAX=(Z- B,)-‘AX, 
k-0 
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so O<sAX implies 0<B(I-BB1)-1AX=[I-(I-B1)-1B2]X. Thus, HX= 
(I - BJ ‘B,X 4 BX, which by Theorem 2.3 proves that r(H) < 1. q 
As a second application, we consider the well-known comparison 
theorem of Stein and Rosenberg [8], which says that if B is irreducible and 
r(B,) < 1, then (3.1) implies that one of the following holds: 
(i) r(H)=r(B)=l 
(ii) r(H)>r(B)>l 
(iii) r(H) < r(B) < 1 
(3.5) 
If B is not irreducible, then in general only weak inequalities between r(H) 
and r(B) can be proven, The next result extends (3.5) to the reducible case. 
The proof follows that given in [5]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E L(V) satisfy (3.1) and assume also that 
B,X >If 0, where BX= r(B)X, X 2 0, and r(B,) < 1. Then 
# 
(i) 0< r(B) < 1 implies r(H) < r(B) < 1, 
(ii) r(B) > 1 implies r(H) > r(B) > 1. 
Proof. B, < EF=“=,B,k=(I- BJ’B,, so that B,X >H 0 implies that 
=+ 
(I- B,)_‘B,X I”o. 
Hence, 0 < p = r(B) < 1 implies that 
HX pX+(l-p)(I-Bu)-‘B,X=yX. 
which, by Theorem 2.3 applied to p -‘H,givesr(H)<~.If~=r(B)>l,then 
we have 
Hxpx-(/A-l)(I-B,J’B,X=pX, 
so that Theorem 2.3 gives r(H) > p. a 
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4. DIAGONAL DOMINANCE 
For a matrix of the form (3.1) the usual notion of diagonal dominance can 
be written as 
Ae>O, with e= (I, 1,. . ., I)‘, (4.1) 
and a fundamental convergence result (see, for example, [ 111) says that (4.1) 
implies the convergence of (3.2) and (3.3). The condition (4.1) has been 
generalized in many ways so that now a rather wide class of matrices that 
occur in applications satisfy these generalized diagonal dominance condi- 
tions. One of the most general such conditions, which we will call Q-diagonal 
dominance, was introduced by Bramble and Hubbard [3], was applied to 
nonlinear systems by More [4], and was recently generalized even further by 
Varga [12]. The formulation used by Varga is expressed as: 
AX>0 for some X > 0. 
-f 
(4.2a) 
(AX)i>O foralliEOc{l,2 ,..., n}, Q#fl. (4.2b) 
If i E $2, then there exists a nonzero product aii,ailiP. * . aiki, where i E 3. 
(4.2~) 
The nonzero product in (4.2~) is called a chain from i to j. Varga [12] shows 
that if A is a matrix of the form (3.1), i.e., the off-diagonal elements of A are 
nonpositive, then (4.2) guarantees the convergence of (3.2) and (3.3). The 
next result shows the connection between this chain condition and the order 
relation defined in Sec. 2 for the case where A is a matrix. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let V=R”, K={(x, ,..., xn)*:3si>0, i=l,..., n}. IfAE 
L(R”) satisfies (3.1) and (4.2a), then (4.2~) holds if and only if AX >BO. 
Proof. Suppose (4.2~) does not hold. Then there is a permutation matrix 
P s;ch that (PAX)i=O for i=1,2,..., m where m < n, but there is no chain 
in B = PBP - ’ from i Q m to any i > m. that A and B have the same A A (Note ,. 
nonzero chains.) Thus, if B = ( bii), then b,, = 0 for i < m, j > m. Now consider 
the face 
F= {(x~,...,x~)~: xiZO,alli;xi=Oforifm}. 
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Clearly &PAX E F, and for anyn Y E F, also B^Y E F. But then it follows easily 
that if F = P -IF, then AX E F and F is invariant under B, which contradicts 
AX > BO. Conversely, suppose AX E F, where F is invariant under B. Then 
F={(x,,..., ~,J~:~~>O,alli;x~=Ofori~S},whereScN={l,2,...,n} and 
SZ,0. Now, AX E F means that (AX), =0 for i E S, and the fact that F is 
invariant under B means that (BX), = 0 for all i E S whenever Yk = 0 for all 
k E S. But, if j e S, then ei E F, and hence bii = (AeJi = 0 for all i E S; i.e., 
b,, =0 for i E S and jE S. Letting 52= N-S, we conclude that there is no 
chain in B, hence in A, from any i e52 to any i E Q, and thus (4.2~) does not 
hold. n 
Comparing Theorem 4.1 with Theorem 3.1, it is clear that Theorem 3.1 
can be viewed as a generalization of the convergence theorem based on 
diagonal dominance as discussed by Varga [12]. Another important use of 
diagonal dominance, when applied to matrices of the form (3.1), is to show 
that A is nonsingular, and that A -’ > 0; i.e., to show that A is an M-matrix. 
This can be done more generally as follows: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A EL(V) satisfy (3.1), and suppose AX 2 B 0 for 
some X > 0. Then A is nonsingular and A -I > 0. 
Proof The hypothesis AX $ B 0 implies that BX $” X, which by 
Theorem 2.3 gives r(B)<l. But B 20, so O<E~=OBk=(Z-B)-‘=A-‘, 
which proves the result. n 
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